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INTRODUCING THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL

INTRODUCING
THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL
In- The World Of the Mentally and Physically Handicapped
THE MYSTERIES OF AFRICA and THE VATIKAN PRO ECCLESIA CODE

Hardcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4321-6 and Softcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4320-9 and Ebook 978-1-4797-4322-3
published editions WEF January 23 rd 2013 in the United States of America.
Library of Congress Control Number: 2012920646

THE MYSTERIES OF AFRICA and THE VATIKAN PRO ECCLESIA CODE
When on January 17th 2010 the website WWW.FriendsOfallamano.org was launched it was simply
meant to pass word and share information, if not encourage debate, reviews, scholarly works and positive
action impacting on the plight of children with intellectual, mental and developmental disabilities in Africa
among other parts of the world and highlight some of the challenges faced by Missionaries, laity, families and
friends of persons with intellectual disabilities and the physically handicapped. Also to keep a promise, that the
sacrifices of “Time and Resources,” by the pioneers were not in vain, all those*.* and as a token of appreciation
to many a people who sacrificed their life and gave their all, for some giving up-to "…their last effort and
breath”, anchoring a future for the neglected, the stigmatized, and the ostracized “taboo children” who had
both

“Mental and physical disabilities,-: if not intellectual and or spiritual disabilities.”
BREACHING THE WALLS OF MYTHS IN MENTAL AND PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
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information dissemination on the, World Wide Web. One of the challenges is building the capacity
to reach out, beginning with, one child, one family, one person, one community, one country, one
Nation, one language at a time, for such is the New world Order. Free downloadable PDF
information and You Tubes were availed on website WWW.FriendsOfAllamano.org making it
possible for the world, of scholars, observers and all in society to visualize the realities of the
ground situation and perspectives impacting on persons with intellectual and physical disabilities
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The Allamano special school a joint project between the Government and the Churches has over
the years evolved to be a Centre of Excellence and reference point for community service, scholars and academic
internship for local and international Students and hosted the 1st ever celebration in the country for the United
Nations Day for persons with disabilities on December 3rd, 2008 after the adoption of the United Nations
Disability Convention in May 2008. The 20th and more so the 21st century has opened the gateways to

And such is, “THE NEW BEGINNING”.
One of the greatest challenges when dealing with persons with disabilities alongside the
agony of friends and families was not fixing of broken limbs or provision of wheelchairs and
prosthetics but that of “DISABILITIES and ”VIOLENCE OF THE SPIRIT KIND” :-addressing
broken spirits, misappropriated resources, betrayed hope and intergenerational distrust and
suspicion of or on the real motives behind establishing an institution for rehabilitation or teaching
the intellectually challenged useful life coping and survival skills. The script writer addresses
some of these challenges partly through citing published works and/or researched case studies
and conventional academic papers from section C -pages 277-362 of the hard and soft cover
editions of the “BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS”. Ranging to direct misconceptions on disability
aspects, to such controversial cultural subjects as FGM-(female genital mutilation) and impact
on disability outreaches- versus United Nations conventions and cultural values as perceived by
other alternate cultures.
“THE Bright Dark Nights Of The Soul” highlights some of the challenges faced in
such traditional family cultures and in starting and managing such disability outreach projects, aspects of
CSR, Faith and Governance and some of the coping mechanisms for those involved, during the “DARK

NIGHTS” and “BRIGHT” moments along the way: Which for the author included stints in ‘New Age’
movements as he sought to understand their role in advancing various human disability perspectives.
A quick initial preview of websites publicizing the Bright dark nights of
the soul have highlighted various themes as here below: Google search
www.amazon.com › Books › Education & Reference
www.amazon.com › Books › Religion & Spirituality

About 84,700 results (0.28 seconds) retrieved April 27th 2013
https://www.google.com/search?q=The+bright+dark+nights+of+the+soul+By+father+John+Patri
ck+Kamau&aq=f&oq=the&aqs=chrome.0.59j57j65j60l2j61.5406j0&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

The Bright Dark Nights Of the Soul - Google Books Result
books.google.com/books?isbn=1479743224
Fatha John Patrick Kamau
Fatha John Patrick Kamau ... A NEW GENERATION DISABILITY 1902 TO ABILITY
BEYOND YEAR 2012 THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL 20th and ...

Rakuten.com - The Bright Dark Nights of the Soul Kamau, Fatha ...
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“THE Bright Dark Nights Of The Soul” highlights some of the challenges faced in
such traditional family cultures and in starting and managing such disability outreach projects, aspects of
CSR, Faith and Governance and some of the coping mechanisms for those involved, during the “DARK
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www.rakuten.com/...bright-dark-nights-of-the-soul/247474241.html
The Bright Dark Nights of the Soul (Paperback) ... Author: Kamau, Fatha John
Patrick. Product ... Over 1,000,000 transactions as a Google Trusted Store. A ...

NIGHTS” and “BRIGHT” moments along the way: Which for the author included stints in ‘New Age’
movements as he sought to understand their role in advancing various human disability perspectives.
PDF] COMMEMORATING

DISABILITIES AND MISSIONARY OUTREACH ...

www.friendsofallamano.org/.../COMMEMORATING-DISABILITIES-A...
Jan 21, 2012 – THE SILENT WHISPER AND VOICE IN OUR BRIGHT DARK
NIGHTS ...For such are “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL and
DESTINYJohn Patrick Kamau ... another sickly man, one Father Antonio Gianelli IMC
made a ... Et Pontifice 09/19/1999 September 19th 1999 / John Patrick Kamau WK ...
Website: WWW.FriendsOfallamano.Org

There were clear cut cultural guidelines…
Cut, spread out and dried, and thrashed for bagging

(Photo image Extracts from The Bright Dark Nights of the soul Digital Book KINDLE and NOOK etc of published book
versions e.t.c The digital versions are specially convenient for students and researchers as they provide some active links to some of the
referenced data and material posted on the internet by various sources which a duly acknowledge with thanks .)

…*…Were they the children of a lesser God? Were they the byproducts of Sorcery, sin,
black magic, witchcraft, curses, spells, the occult and demonic forces, family Geneology or
genetic engineering gone haywire and who knows what else…? What type of a Deity or God
would allow such into the world? A good loving Deity:-or a mischievous deity? What of the
clamor, worldwide, among churches and religious organizations, Governments, Charitable
organizations – fraternities and sororities, CSR-(corporate Social responsibility) -community
outreach initiatives, at the United Nations and in various international and local forums aimed and
reaching out to persons with disabilities? Veterans with Disabilities, PTSD, Alzheimer’s Disease,
Parkinson’s Disease, ALS, autism, cerebral palsy, downs syndrome, dementia et Al. How and why
did the Vatican and then Pope John Paul 11, get involved or get to know about an “insignificant outreach

project” for the rehabilitation of what were “labeled” the “Mentally retarded” if not mentally and
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“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”
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intellectually handicapped children of one father Antonio Gianelli IMC and Rossi Ricardo IMC, who
adopted the children in the TWILIGHT years of his life as he fought his “DARK NIGHTS” with
CANCER.

The “R” WORd in reference to persons with intellectual disabilities “Mentally -“RETARdEd”

The Disability consciousness movement has over the years taken shape, from
the infamous days of the “Inquisition”, to the “FINAL SOLUTION” days of World
war II, the 1960’s witnessed initiatives in the United States of America under the
presidency Of the 35th President John F. Kennedy, the creation of Special Olympics,
Best Buddies among many other outreaches. Then came-”Rosa’s Law” of October
5th 2010 signed by President Barack Obama of the united states which effectively
barred the use of the “R”(retarded) word in reference to persons with intellectual
challenges.In all a step in the right direction in changing social the consciousness.
“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”
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WWW.FriendsOfAllamano.Org

A NEW POPE AND THE WORLD OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

From the world of “SEMANTICS” to “ACTION” in the field of “PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES”
In the world of the speechless, the blind, the crippled, the ….*,:- In the world of persons with
handicaps, Rhetoric, whether from the pulpits or other platforms, without follow-up action
may not accomplish much, that awareness stirred in the HEARTS and MINDS of each one of us
needs some accompaniment if they are to be accomplished. SOME ACTION. Do we really
mean what we say on PAPER and in WORDS?-These then we can accomplish .
In a public gesture, not long after his March 13th election, on the day of his inauguration March 19th
2013, the newly elected Pontiff Pope Francis stepped out of his security cordoned vehicle, walked over
and kissed the face of a severely handicapped man, a sign, a symbol of an ongoing outreach to persons
with disabilities. Taking cue from the acts of Pope John Paul II, initiatives towards “Persons with
Disabilities” and the reigns of the Vatican, from Pope Benedict XVI, who left office on February 28th
2013. Pope Benedict XVI’s last statement on December 3rd 2013 , on the need to take care of the
handicapped is featured in “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” book.
The 400pages+ book is no more than a “WORK IN PROGRESS” taking a Quasi fictitious stratagem in a
storyline that focuses on the changes in British East Africa at the turn of the 19th Century into the 20th
and 21st Century, Plus case studies, reference to published authors and a selection of Academic papers
in an MBA and PHD program specific to the friends Of Allamano special school project for children with
intellectual disabilities. It also borrows from unpublished personal diary notes and scripts from taped
Audio and video interviews plus archives of books that are no longer in print. The script writer seeks to
strike a balance in presenting for scrutiny otherwise controversial subjects that at times divide people
seeking to come together to accomplish the GREATER common good in society: among these are
controversies of at times least understood organizations and conspiracy theories. Least of all: the
assassinations if not harassment and intimidation of change agents. The challenges to missionaries,
Academia, faiths, governments, individuals, et al, among other agents of societies much needed social
change and human rights advocacy consistent with the changing dynamics of the 21 st Century on
Persons with disabilities.

UNCONVENTIONAL BOOK FORMATING

Ebook 978-1-4797-4322-3 published editions WEF January 23 2013 in the United States of America.
rd
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Hardcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4321-6 and Softcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4320-9 and
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The very nature of this book, that almost never saw the light of day, makes it unconventional
in its presentation availing it for critique and further suggestions and improvements to fit or realign it
with conventional thought frameworks and exploration for use in specific environs: with the DIGITAL
FORMATS offering a TABLE OF CONTENTS along the lines of the book layout BAR CODEs in the published

Library of Congress Control Number: 2012920646

…the 400+pages script by one Fatha John Patrick Kamau revisits the “dark nights” and “ THE BRIGHT
DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” along this “ROAD LEAST TRAVELLED” in the world of the mentally and
physically handicapped and the “Agony and JOY of the pre and post “PRO ECCLESIA ET PONTIFICE
YEARS” whose script calmed down, with reflections alongside the calming waters, amidst owdy rapids
on the banks of the “GOAT ISLAND”, on the banks of the Niagara River between two countries Canada
and the United States of America(Photo of FRONT PAGE illustration Niagara Park)
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Hardcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4321-6 and Softcover ISBN 978-1-4797-4320-9 and Ebook 978-1-47974322-3 published editions WEF January 23rd 2013 in the United States of America.
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“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”

Library of Congress Control Number: 2012920646

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/the-bright-dark-nights-of-the-soul-by-Fatha-John-Patrickkamau?store=allproducts&keyword=the+bright+dark+nights+of+the+soul+by+Fatha+John+Patrick+kamau

“Who will take care of my Children when I am No More” he asked as he broke down into tears
over a lunch break on Sunday August 10th 1996. 4four years down the line on January 23rd 2001, “he
gave up the ghost” and went to what is at times referred to as
THE HOUSE OF THE FATHER” THAT “FAR OTHER”

ALL contributions are posthumously appreciated
Among the last of those who passed away as this script came to a close was a metaphysical scholar
and clergyman one Rev.Fr .Dr. Boniface Murage Nguyo, the great grandson of traditional
African Shaman’s who had over the years pioneered initiatives aimed at “BUILDING
BRIDGES” across cultures and faiths in “THE NEW WORLD ORDER” as ages transitioned over
the years in his motherland. His two Scholarly works touching on the crossroads of the interaction
between Disabilities, spirituality, culture and the traditional metaphysical realm, plus photographs
which he provided are included in “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” book. The Late Fr.
Boniface Murage, who on December 4th 2012, at 72, was at the peak of inculcating the YOUTH as a
Chaplain, his and ALL other contributions are posthumously appreciated.
BUILDING FIRM BRIDGES FOR MULTICULTURAL INTERACTION AND DISABILITY OUTREACHES

Rev Dr Boniface murage sought to understand not just the western Christian among other faiths
concepts but the interrelation ship between other faiths and the faith of his shamanic ancestors
and values imbedded therein. The script writer of the Bright dark nights of the soul had an
opportunity to attend both doctorate defence forums in 1992 and 1994 for the Metaphysical and
Systematic theology studies during which he went to great length to defend the faiths of our
fathers as not in extreme divergence with the Christian and Islamic faith concepts as exposed in
yesteryears. He was the grandson of shaman’s and “inter alia et ipso facto”
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“ONCE A SHAMAN, ALWAyS A SHAMAN”
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“ONCE A SHAMAN, ALWAyS A SHAMAN”

THE MYSTERIES OF AFRICA and THE VATIKAN PRO ECCLESIA CODE
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The challenges to missionaries, Academia, faiths, governments, individuals, et al, among other agents of societies much needed social
change and human rights advocacy consistent with the changing dynamics of the 21 st Century on Persons with disabilities. Dr Boniface
Murage’s acquaintance with metaphysical esoteric perspectives of Western and African Cultures and a multilingual approach which included
among other languages Greek and Latin and Italian … But “DEATH” is no respecter of persons as he would say “TEMPUS FUGIT
MOMENTO MORI” –“TIME FLIES, REMEMBER DEATH”. He left behind a rich Legacy of Knowledge because he was willing to
share what he knew with both the elderly and YOUTH across “BOARDERS” local and International. In the book “THE BRIGHT
DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” the script writer who shared confidences with the late ArchBishop Nicodemus Kirima and Late Dr
Boniface Murage on esoteric aspects concurs with this aspect “MEMENTO MORI”s and pays “A TRIBUTE TO DEATH” as the
ULTIMATE DISABLER” among “Life’s Disabilities and Disablers” Pages 375 -399 of “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE
SOUL” a script that benefited from many a people willing to share and pass down and up, over to the next generation. Our Quasi
Fictitious Character “Fatha Jon”…the Shaman’s grandson represents in a way all the challenges we face in life in the amidst of
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By a strange twist of perhaps “FATE and DESTINY” a young man who shared a November 23 rd Birthday with the more elderly scholar
passed away one day of each other on December 4 th and 5th respectively and were interned on the same day December 10th 2013.

contrasting paradoxes of life . ““FROM CHILDHOOD…* , THROUGH LIFE ,…TO DEATH*” in “THE
SEASONS OF OUR LIFE”

By a strange twist of perhaps “FATE and DESTINY” a young man who shared a November 23 rd Birthday with the more elderly scholar
passed away one day of each other on December 4 th and 5th respectively and were interned on the same day December 10th 2013.

“WHEN TOMORROW COMES FOR THE “AFTER US GENERATION

ARTISTSTES, BOOK AUTHOR’S ANd PEOPLE WILLING TO SHARE
TALENTS AND RESOURCES:

Page

The script writer had a great opportunity to witness either personally or through
media reports, the trials and tribulations of a people, living among a people and
a Nation that shed its perceived differences and rise through “hurricane
katerina” in 2004 “Hurricane Sandy” 2012 and shortly before Thanks Giving Day
and the Christmas season, during a year of Presidential elections in the United
States, setting an example of the true meaning of patriotism and the capacity
to transcend beyond personal aspirations in any nations leadership in times of
“TRAGEDY and JOY” alike.
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The Symbolism of -“The 2Two Fish and 5Five Loaves of Bread”

The script section on “A TRIBUTE TO VETERANS” pays a special tribute to this
National Spirit in a “crucible” country and a land where “EAGLES FLY HIGH IN
THE SKIES” but still retain an earthly perspective of the realities of everyday life
and challenges of the World we live in and share “light and Sunrise” in

“The days and seasons, of OUR life.”

BARNES & NOBLE | bright, Religion & Inspiration, NOOK Books
www.barnesandnoble.com/s/bright?dref=2207%2C2556
The Bright Dark Nights Of the Soul · The Bright Dark Nights Of
the...Fatha John Patrick Kamau · NOOK Book $3.47 · Splendor of the
Bright Morning Star ...
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“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”

[PDF] MISSIONARIES

IN BODY BAGS JULY 15th2010

www.telechem.com/7ups/7UPpers-Tribute07152010.pdf
Jul 15, 2010 – Sincerely,. John Patrick kamau ... 1996 and those of his
counterpartRev Fr Rossi Ricardo were no doubt TEARS from the ... John Patrick Friday, July 16, 2010-6:23:08 AM ..... “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” ...
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KNOCK and it shall be opened “ASK and it
shall be given or made known unto you
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WWW.FriendsOfAllamano.Org
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THE MALEUS MALEFICARUM O OF YESTERYEARS, TODAY and TOMORROW

IS WHITE MARTYDOM THEN A BETTER OPTION THAN OUTRIGHT RED BLOOD MARTYDOM? Perhaps
For there always are and will be “GIANTS IN THE LAND” for the strong and the light hearted ones to deal with.

RED MARTYDOM AND THE FINALITY OF DEATH

WWW.FriendsOfAllamano.Org
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“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”

NEW BEGINNINGS
“Do we really mean what we say on Paper?
RICH AND YET VERY POOR
THE PARADOXES OF LIFE
…*…so too the challenges of living in a world where some believed that holding
high public offices meant one had an opportunity to enrich oneself personally to the
total disregard of any professionalism and ethics…where community outreaches in
corporate policies opened up avenues for politicization and basic questions of
“DO WE REALLY MEAN WHAT WE SAY ON PEOPLE”

“AT THE NIAGARA FALLS”-:- “WITH NO PLACE TO CALL HOME”

HE ROLE AND IMPACT OF SECULAR AND FAITH BASED INSTITUTIONS IN DISABILITIES & COMMUNITY SERVICE

“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”
The mystery of A Pope and The Friends Of Allamano

Page

The making Of Allamano Special school for Mentally handicapped Children in Africa
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Mysteries will always persist and all said and done Church Officials
have in most cases and times been best placed to record history for the
next generation, records which at times are inaccessible or are archived
in faraway countries.This is one of those episodes involving mentally
handicapped children who, left on their own will not record their history
for posterity.

THE MISSIONARIES THAT WE ALL ARE AND SHOULD BE and BECOME TO THE WORLD
AROUND US.

“Fatha John Patrickh!!! “Are you then a Missionary?

No More than you are” whispered fatha Jon, the Shaman’s grandson.

“

“VOX POPULI DEI”
There can be no progress towards the complete development of individuals without the
simultaneous development of all humanity in the spirit of solidarity.[12]
Experienced in human affairs, the Church ... "seeks but a solitary goal: to carry forward

the work of C hrist Hi mself

under

the lead of the befriending Spirit." ... But, since the Church lives in history, she ought to "scrutinize
the signs of the times and interpret them in the light of the Gospel." Sharing the noblest
aspirations of men and women and suffering when she sees them not satisfied, she wishes to
help them attain their full flowing, and that is why she offers all people what she possesses as her
characteristic attribute: a global vision of man and of the human race 1967 encyclical Populorum
.[13

Progressio(Latin: The Development of Peoples).
Pope John Paul II: The Lion and the Lamb -- CBN.com Spiritual Life
https://www.cbn.com/spirituallife/.../Fournier_PopeJohnPaulA.aspx
In October of 1978, Pope John Paul II stepped out on to the balcony in St. Peters ...the Church and the world,

stepped forward like a lion, with a prophetic roar. ... of failed false ideologies that had ravaged the people of the twentieth
century, .... How fitting for the champion of the weak, the disabled, the
elderly, those who ...

he
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With most of the early pioneers tumbling down like Dominos it became imperative to release the imperfect script with one
notation paraphrased from one Michael Fox “Excellence I can reach for, but Perfection is
rd
th
God’s business” and with that on 23 January 2013, the 12 Anniversary of the demise of one Father Antonio
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"The beggar, the leper, the victim of AIDS do not need discussions and theories. They need love," Sodano,
the Vatican's secretary of state, said. "The hungry cannot wait for the rest of the world to come up with the perfect
answer." disabilities http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/inatl/longterm/teresa/stories/funeral0915.htm 6/14/2011 5:33:44 PM

Gianelli IMC( January 23rd 2001-2013) the entire history of over 110 years was given a new lease of life answering that
eternal quest for an answer “WHO WILL TAKE CARE OF THE CHILDREN AFTER I AM GONE?”
THE FOX CLAN WARRIOR, THE INDIAN LADY WHO TAUGHT US HOW
TO SAY GOODBYE & AND TREASURE THE GIFTS FROM LIFE AND
MOTHER NATURE
LESSONS FROM THE SHAMAN’S OF YESTERYEARS
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LEARNING HOW AND WHEN TO SAY OUR GOOBYES-:-“GOOdByE INdIAN LAdy”

“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”
As far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light of meaning in
the darkness of mere being. Enlightenment is not imagining figures of light, but making the darkness
conscious. Carl Jung
“Everyone has talent. What is rare is the courage to follow the talent to the dark
place where it leads.” Erica Jong

Sunrise at Dawn in Florida photo by John Patrick Kamau
WE LIVE IN AN AG E WH ERE WORLD OPINIONSH AVE BEEN SH APED BY TH E ELECTRONIC M ED IA & BY TH E PERSPE CTIVES OF TH OSE WH O CH OOSE TO PRESENT WH AT TH EY SEE OR PERCEIVE IN TH EIR OWN “LANG UAG E” and there a re “M ANY LANG UAG ES”- “IN TH E WORLD ”. This is one of the m many- the la nguage of “IM AG ES- PH OTOS-PICTURES-BOD Y LANG UAG E-SCRI PTS & ACTIONS TH AT TELL A STORY”

“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”
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THE POWER OF RITUALS, MYTHOLOGY, SYMBOLS AND SYMBOLISM
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Ceremonies and images from Africa in the 20th century from 1902 and into the 21st century

THERE WILL ALWAYS BE
“NEW BEGINNINGS”
for those that
“LIVE ON” or “PASSOVER”

Such are the Lessons in the seasons of our life
and
“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”
PHYSICAL BEGINNINGS and/or SPIRITUAL BEGINNINGS for those

“LEFT

BEHIND” to “MOVE FORWARD”

For
“Only when it is dark enough can we see the Stars” and not even the
darkness in the darkest night can put off the light of a lighted bright candle
so “LET’S MOVE ON” towards the “LIGHTED CANDLES” in the World of
“Persons with Mental and Physical Disabilities”

PDF] COMMEMORATING

DISABILITIES AND MISSIONARY OUTREACH ...

www.friendsofallamano.org/.../COMMEMORATING-DISABILITIES-A...
Jan 21, 2012 – THE SILENT WHISPER AND VOICE IN OUR BRIGHT DARK
NIGHTS ...For such are “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL and
DESTINYJohn Patrick Kamau ... another sickly man, one Father Antonio Gianelli IMC
made a ... Et Pontifice 09/19/1999 September 19th 1999 / John Patrick Kamau WK ...

Website: WWW.FriendsOfallamano.Org
[PDF] COMMEMORATING

St Patricks holiday Disability Outreach ...

www.friendsofallamano.org/.../COMMEMORATING-St-Patricks-holiday...
Mar 17, 2012 – Simply Father Farchinello didn't like the young boy's grandfathers name
which .... BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL
by John Patrick Kamau WK on
Saint Patricks Day ...
Downloade d fo r editi ng w ebsite .....En glish f oot note
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de.cyclopaedia.net/wiki/David-P.-Talley
Jan 6, 2013 – Fundstellen zu "David P. Talley" im Internet, an Universitäten und in der
Literatur... ... The Bright Dark Nights Of the Soul. Fatha John Patrick Kamau ...Most
Reverend John F. Donaghue Archbishop of Atlanta Copied Rev.
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David P. Talley | Fundstellen im Internet | cyclopaedia.net

The TEARS OF GOD: The WORLD: A CONTEMPLATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Sometimes, when we talk about the WORLD, we see no more than our backyard,
garages, rest areas, flowerbeds, junk yards, swimming pool, images on television,
press and electronic media. And we talk of great that, greatest this or that.
But when we stare at a living human being ,face to face, or@ the IMAGE of
God,the “Imago Dei” Face to Face, our world ceases to be, GREAT, great that
great this or greatest that in the WORLD. An EPHIPANY .But what do we do to
make a difference?
I have attended quite a number of Parties, funerals, baptismal, weddings
commemorative jubilees and cerebrations and sought to read between the lines of
what shines and glitters, and the faces that WAOOH at it , at the SMILES that are
NOT, at the TEARS that ARE, deep from the HEART of hearts.
At times after all this glitter is DISMANTLED and the grounds are cleaned up,
people scattered after the events, an inner LONELINESS can be witnessed from
afar, an emptiness that defies descriptive terms. An EPHIPANY. What was all
that/this about? But what do we do to make a difference?
There were always presences that were not PRESENCES though PRESENT.
ABSENCES that were not ABSENCES though ABSENT. And we knew it in our HEART
of HEARTS . Did you see James and John and Peter and Gabriel? By the way where
was Jane, Jean and Joyce and Rosemary and Gabriella? I THOUGHT? An
EPHIPANY. Yes “I thought ?” .But what do we do to make a difference: after “I
THOUGHT?”.I wish I COULD! : NO, I wish YOU/WE WOUND -go ahead- and make a
DIFFERENCE! It does not take a TRILLIONAIRES budget or income to make a
difference, only 2PENCE.only TWO pence. That was all the poor widow tithed and
it changed the WORLD. That SYMBOLIC 2PENCE may be all that we have to make
a difference, but a DIFFERENCE IT IS, and a GREAT DIFFERENCE IT IS.
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TEARS on, PILLOWS in the MIDNIGHT HOUR.
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TEARS in the Backyards, of our life.

TEARS, on the bedsides of hospitals, and recovery rooms and accident scenes.
TEARS in the morgue TEARS in the cemetery and crematoriums, tears, tears, tears.
AND MORE TEARS! BUT WHAT DO WE DO TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE: BEYOND, ME MYSELF and I?
Ref: FOASSK/11/4/2010 8:12:35 AM/FLK/DJSJ/53:46:73:11/:08:26:03
WHEN WE find it easy and make it easier to sacrifice or terminate the life of persons with disabilities,
we sooner than later find it easy to label others as “ AGEDOUT, USE-LESS EATERS and UNWORTHY OF
LIFE”, making them easy targets. Least, WE forget the “T4 program” that eliminated over 375,000
persons with mental and physical disabilities and turned the same tools against over 6,000,000 million
able bodied persons a few years ago, within the lifetime of some within our midst. Let us all
REMEMBER, that When our INNER VOICE/CONSCIENCE dies, we are dead thou we physically live, I
have seen it by the bedside of dying persons and the fear that engulfs some at the very thought of
DEATH or SICKNESS, least they/we die or become dependent or terminally handicapped. But I have
also seen SMILES and a PEACE-FULL CALMNESS on the face and voices of persons shortly before they
die. And I have seen persons whose faces in death display such a calmness and serenity that we
wonder whether they are actually dead or having a peaceful sleep. People who say GOODBYE long
before their time is UP and OUT. And they are at PEACE. Some cracking jokes at the forthcoming
experiences at the “GATES and SIESTA TIMES”.
For those that live on do we ever have an EPIPHANY? What of those inscriptions on TOMBSTONES
facing the skies, and ASH Vases and OBITUARIES? And what do we do to make a difference?

Germany Website: http://www.nyerichildsupport.de/eng_fotos.htm
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11/3/2010 11:39:03 PM http://www.nyerichildsupport.de/gallery/Scaled/Photos/schulsy06.JPG
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THANK YOU ALL YEE FRIENDS WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE

IS WHITE MARTYDOM THEN A BETTER OPTION THAN OUTRIGHT RED BLOOD MARTYDOM? Perhaps
For there always are and will be “GIANTS IN THE LAND” for the strong and the light hearted ones to deal with.

RED MARTYDOM AND THE FINALITY OF DEATH

1.

2.

[PDF] AmericAn

ideAlS - New Homes For Vets

newhomesforvets.com/wp-content/.../12/AIF-Magazine-Fall-2011.pdf
o

an update on nifty gadgets. in turn, Brandon is teaching Aaron the p's and q's of Braille.

newhomesforvets.com/wp-content/.../03/AIF-Magazine-Complete.pdf
soul, stir the heart 's passions, and keep the mind inteilectuall y agile. ..... Jeremiah Larry is
Mattis-father. .... John Patrick Kamau, 1999 recipient of the Late Pope JohnPaul as “Pro
Ecclei Er 0-n_tice” Gold ... upcoming book, “Bright Dark Nights ..

1. The Bright Dark Nights Of the Soul: Fatha John Patrick Kamau ...
www.amazon.com › Books › Education & Reference
The Author, a recipient of the Pro ecclesia Et Pontifice Gold medal award from
PopeJohn Paul 11, a ceremonially installed African Elder, a Knight in a western ...
More results for the bright dark nights of the soul by father john patrick kamau

2. The Bright Dark Nights Of the Soul: Fatha John Patrick Kamau ...

1. BARNES & NOBLE | John M Bright, Religion & Inspiration, Books
www.barnesandnoble.com/s/John-M-Bright?dref=1%2C22
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www.amazon.com › Books › Religion & Spirituality
The Author, a recipient of the Pro ecclesia Et Pontifice Gold medal award from
PopeJohn Paul 11, a ceremonially installed African Elder, a Knight in a western ...
More results for the bright dark nights of the soul by father john patrick kamau
Page

3.

in ..... emiah larry is matt's father. ..... John Patrick Kamau, 1999 recipient of the late Pope John Paul
ii's “Pro ecclesia et Pontifice” Gold medallion Award, overlooks ...upcoming book, “Bright dark nights of
the soul,” was an insightful ...
[PDF] THE AMERICAN IDEALS - New Homes For Vets

LIVING BEYOND RHETORIC:-When we all say
“NEVER AGAIN” and mean it.
THE AGONY AND JOY OF PRO ECCLESIA ET PONTIFICE and PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Until recently, in the late 20th century, the disabilities road was one least traveled in public. It was part
of the secret world of esoteric disciplines involving shamans, witchdoctors medicine men, mystics,
Spiritualists and one to one advocacy among friends travelling on the same road. The rest of the world
had no business chipping in. The Second World War 11 produced the first heavily published public crisis
with the systematic targeting and eliminating of persons with mental disabilities under the T4 Program
authorized by the head of a Nation at the request of a father who sought help from Hitler. It was a
tragedy that once perfected for persons with disabilities led to the mass genocide of millions of able
bodied people in concentration camps.
Some said we were too fast- Perhaps they were right, we were too early in the “CHESS GAME”
of the World of the Mentally and physically handicapped:-upon reflection in the rear view mirror of life,
and being one of the few still alive at the time of this script for the Friends of Allamano who have since
those dark yesteryears transformed the world of children with Intellectual, mental and physical
disabilities, they were perhaps right:we were perhaps too fast too late and closer to becoming “THE LATE”:-it is now clear why they thought

that we were perhaps too fast and first for we knew nothing of the esoteric dynamics that have since yesteryears driven the world of
persons with disabilities and “THE DARK SIDE” of life. The secular and corporate politics, the doctrines and theology and economic driving
forces , and…*** of the world of disabilities.
When we perfect the art and craft of eliminating our aging persons, with various mental and physical
disabilities; or silencing, if not killing the messengers and harbingers who bring the message alive in our
conscience and our midnight hour inner deliberations: Then we lead our nations and people along what
one Robert Bolt in “A man for all Seasons” citing one Thomas Moore refers to as a short route to chaos.
“When statesmen forsake their own private conscience for the sake of their public duties they lead their
country by a short route to chaos. Bolt, Robert - Source: ROBERT BOLT, A Man for All Seasons, act I,
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This script provides no more than mere raw glimpses in the world of persons with disabilities,
but hopefully as one sage once said “Even the darkest Night cannot put off the light from one Candle.
Hopefully those who will participate in the mission and vision or visit the Allamano special school in
future will have some reference points knowing that those that lived before them gave up their
tomorrow for our today” The way we deal with persons with disabilities in peacetime is perhaps a
reflection of the inner person and society that we are. In wartime it is this conscientious person or beast
within us that will most likely be resurrected. We all yearn for peace: and avenues that bring persons of
various pursuits and diverse faiths for the common good in peace time will no doubt make us friends,
friends who are more likely to see the good in the other even in time of crisis and temptations to act to
the contrary. “TEMPUS FUGIT MOMENTO MORI”
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p. 12 . Sir Thomas More is speaking. Ellipses in original.

REANACTING A HISTORICAL CULTURAL CRISIS DURING THE
MAUMAU WAR (A Quasi fictitious per the author’s storyline approach)

SAVED FROM THE HYENAS-A MYSTICAL CHILDHOOD

DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL
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They tell me it was a Sunday, July the 20th or 21st, shortly after midnight. That barely a week
later, on Friday the 26th of July a certain Italian missionary priest, one Rev Father Farchinelo
decided that “John & Patrick” were the names suitable to ensure that my poor soul wound
make it, and fly out of Damnation Avenue. My Dad couldn’t make it for my Baptism. They were
the DARK, DARK, NIGHTS of the decree of a state of emergency in Kenia in AfriKa. My dad
survived a detention order that targeted all persons considered a risky lot by the colonial
Administration but my grandfather, A shaman, traditional medicine man; a.k.a “Mundu Mugo”
: a respectable shaman of the positive healing genre among his people was considered too
risky a specimen for the success of the British empire. Both my grandfather and my Dad, then a
young lad were detained on the DARK of DARK days in the history of my motherland kenia: the
20th of October 1952, a day that would in the 1960s be dubbed KENYATTA DAY after the 1st
President of the Republic of Kenya, Mzee Jomo Kenyatta: as a National holiday and later on in
the year 2010 be renamed “MASHUJAA DAY”(HEROES DAY) after the birth of a revised new
constitution 46 years after the birth of a new Kenya Nation and Independence from Britain .
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I was born and raised within the framework of the traditions of the Roman Catholic
Church. But, around me were all the entrails and memories of an African traditional culture in
transition. My parents were 2nd generation Christians. Their fathers were 1st generation
Christians caught up in the web of a transitioning culture brought in by the Missionaries, who
had been halfheartedly welcomed by their Grandparent’s generation towards the end of the
19th and into the 20th century. In 1952 my motherland went aflame, ignited by a highly
combustible inspirational fuel that is at times referred to as the MAUMAU guerilla warfare: the
battle that paved the way for the Independence of my motherland KENYA. Then MIDWAY in
the WAR DECADE I surfaced, too young to remember any of those escapades.

A simple question from a hearty African Administrative Clerk in a Chiefs office saved my
Father’s life, whilst being escorted, after arrest, to the chiefs detention holding camp for
onward transmission to the MEGA detention Centers created by the colonial administrative
system for the purpose of confining persons considered for such.
“HOW CAN YOU DETAIN A FATHER AND A YOUNG SON AND SEND THEM OUT TO THE
ABHORENT DETENTION CAMP SYSTEM?” : “HAVE YOU NO MERCY LEFT IN YOUR HEART?
With those words, the young lad who had all along observed his father dub in the
shamanic rites within the broad spectrum of African traditional worship practices was salvaged,
and saved. It would have been his turn to wear the Shamans Cap but the wind of change blew
his way and a shaman, he was not to be. Two of his sons would in future attend seminaries, an
elder and a younger son: the youngest, became a modern day Shaman-A priest: the Eldest,
only time will tell, as he scripts this 3rd rate discourse chronicling memories from oral history.
My dad, at detention time, was then 22 , a young handsome lad worthy of the love of a
lifetime, yet another beautiful creation that my dad set his eyes on and could not resist the
temptation of formally declaring his love and an “I DO”, on the 29th of June, three years down
the line, after he survived the awesome survival nightmare session :a few life miles from the
detention centers that ensured that my Shaman grandfather was never seen alive again. My
mother had lost her grandfather through an assassination plot on the 22 nd of October, 1952
only two days after her future husband lost his father to the detention system.
I surfaced slightly over a year later, a young sickly brat , one that barely survived death in youth.
My mother had every reason to throw me out, water-soap, and washbasin but the LOVE of a
mother couldn’t let her do it. THANKS MOM. They tell me I attempted to die but couldn’t make
it: they just wouldn’t open the gates for the poor sickly brat’s soul. Perhaps, the- Revered
Father Farchinelo, the Consolata Missionary Pastor at the Gikondi Parish, seeing that the newly
born lad might just not make it during these DARK DAYS and NIGHTS of the EMERGENCY
WARTIME PERIOD in Kenia, made the right decision of referring my poor soul to hade’s that it
might resurrect one day. And the Angels changed their mind, declining to fly my soul and spirit
out into a different abode, so I could pen down this: 3rd rate and 3rd street : “MIDNIGHT”
script on the plight and Spirituality of persons with mental/intellectual and physical
Disabilities 55 years later. Requiescat in Pace: Rest in peace- Fr Fachinelo. I hope someday I will
get to know just what type of a Pastor you were and what prompted you to give me a Hebrew
and an Irish name on top of my Egyptian African name. Your faith and that of my Parents by DIVINE

THE DARKEST of THE DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL and SPIRIT
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WALK BY FAITH: NOT BY SIGHT:
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ORDINANCE hopefully paid off, by leading us ALL to

INTERCESSION BY A TROUBLED and CARING MENTOR
The title of the “Term paper” focusing on the craft and art of deception was titled “DISABILITY IN THE
LAND OF PLASTIC ***and COSMETIC MICROWAVE SPIRITUALITY”. This led the mentor to call in the
student for a brief comparison of notes prior to concluding and handing in my dissertation.

“Jon Lets WALK by FAITH not BY SIGHT”
THE DARK NIGHT(s) THEME A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
. This would become yet ano the r “G REAT CH ANCE ENCOUNTER” on “TH E PRICE OF D ESTINY”: Novembe r 15

th

it was : afte r 4 t reachero us mont hs at the chu rch of s cience that bega n on Ma rch 13t

h,

ending on July 14t

h,

I had me t yet ano ther mento r. M ento rs for In tellectual and S piritual Devolu tion in a holis tic pe rs pective within an d aroun d multi ple cultis h cultu res :

WAS IT POSSIBLE TO SALVAGE MY CHILDHOOD FAITH?
‘THE PRICE OF DESTINY’

“How is one expected to uphold Faith in the
midst of all these at times conflicting notions?

King James Bible (Cambridge Ed.)
Proverbs 22:6 Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from
it. Deuteronomy 4:9 Only be careful, and watch yourselves closely so that you do not forget the
things your eyes have seen or let them slip from your heart as long as you live. Teach them to your
children and to their children after them. Deuteronomy 11:19 Teach them to your children, talking
about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when
you get up.
“How is one expected to uphold Faith in the
midst of all these at times conflicting notions?
K ing J ames B ible (Cambrid g e Ed. )
P roverbs 22: 6 T rain u pa child in th e way h esh ould g o: and wh enh eis old , h e wil no t d epart from i t. Deu teronomy 4: 9 Only be carefu l, and watch y ou rselv es closely so th aty ou d o not forg et th e th ing s y our ey es h ave seen or let th em slip fro m y ou r h eart as long as y ou liv e. T each th em to y our ch ild ren and to th eir ch ild ren after th em. Deu teronomy 11: 19 T each th em to y ou r ch ild ren, talk ing abou t th em wh en y ou sit at h ome and wh en y ou walk along th e road , wh eny ou lie d own and wh eny ou g etu p.

THE DARK NIGHT(s) THEME A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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The CROSSROADS of our LIFE’s EXPERIENCE: & the SYMBOLIC EGYPTS of OUR LIFE. I was born
and raised within the framework of the complex and intricate Symbols, Rituals and traditions of
the Roman Catholic Church. Over the years we had served our Church faithfully, culminating to
an International award from the Pope the Supreme Pontiff and head of the Vatican state and
Catholic Church IOANNES PAVLVS 11 PONT. MAXIVMVS in a 1st ever ceremony of its kind held
on Sunday 09/19/1999 (September Nineteenth Nineteen Ninety Nine.
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THE DARK NIGHT(s) THEME A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”
THE DRUMMING SHEPHERD BOY CARPENTER WHO BECAME A PRESIDENT-:MZEE JOMO KENYATTA: THE ILLUSTRIOUS STATEMAN
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But it was His Excellency Mzee Jomo Kenyatta who initiated special projects for the
handicapped and started it all:- Then in came President Daniel Toroitich Arap Moi and later
President Emilio Mwai Kibaki during whose tenure further moves were made to expand
Special education projects which had witnessed a facelift during the Moi Era.
As we move deeper into the 21st century, what is it that we must do?Only TIME will
tell.
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THE STORY OF KENYA’JOMO KENYATTA, NELSON MANDELA and
SHAKA ZULU : AN ARTISTS IMPRESSION COURTESY Of artist Greg Crumbly
When the first president of the Republic of Kenya Mzee Jomo Kenyatta did a ceremonial
circuit tour on the racetrack of the Ruringu Stadium during the official opening of the
Central Kenya Agricultural Show in 1968 we were all keen to see
the mythical and Legendary man of our rich fantasy and imagination.:-his laser sharp
beaming eyes that could see through and persons spirit, his famed flywhisk, the famed
impenetrateable and impregnable presidential limousine that could fly, move on land and
instantly convert to an underground submarine ship, and on and on***:-”MYTH” and
“REALITY” were two separate worlds. NOTHING that we saw came close to this fantasy.
Then for the first time we saw real human monsters, at the show stand of the CALTEX
sponsored home for children with mental and developmental disabilities, this particular
child on display had an awesomely big head and…*.A LIVING NIGHTMARE” for us. If we
sinned against God or failed to obey our teachers and parents, that was what would become
of us, if we dared walk anywhere within close range of the home for the mentally
handicapped children. Years later in 1996 we witnessed for the first time what we could
barely have enough courage to watch at the exhibition Show ground stand in 1968.The new
venue was what later became the Allamano Special School for mentally handicapped
children enhanced by the Consolata missionaries and the many Friends Of Allamano
worldwide.

THE REBIRTH OF A NATION after “THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS of
National Soul searching

When on March 9th 2013 the Presidential election results of Kenya were
formally announced after the March 4th election the following computer
screen shot script appeared alongside the book “THE BRIGHT DARK
NIGHTS OF THE SOUL” marking a new beginning and rebirth of a Nation.
Amidst tears of disbelief and “THE TEARS OF GOD” and “JESUS WEPT”
LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON

after
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“THE ART OF SERENITy, COURAGE ANd WISdOM”
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THE MAKING OF A STATESMAN: UHURU KENYATTA

THE DARK NIGHTS

“THE ILLUMINATING MIDNIGHT HOUR MEETING”
“And Jesus said to Nicodemus…*.*”
FARE THEE WELL NICODEMUS
OF “devil Worship” and a DEATH WISH”
“A PROMISE TO KEEP & “A PROMISE KEPT”
He went back home on November 27 th 2007 a few weeks after we had had our last long
distant mobile/cell phone conversation. Shortly thereafter he lapsed into a comma from
which he never recovered. He took with him some of:“THE SECRETS OF THE AGES”.
Ref/DJSJ/JPKW/5/23/2011 9:27:42 AM

FARE THEE WELL DEAR FRIEND NICODEMUS

A Lifetime Accomplishment for Archbishop Nicodemus Kirima at MLK Centre.
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“WRITE IT WHEN AM GONE”
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Photo:-ARCHBISHOP NICODEMUS KIRIMA @ the Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta Georgia
– Martin Luther king Jnr- Historic Centre U.S.A: A TRIBUTE TO A PIONEERING FOUNDER OF
THE ALLAMANO SPECIAL SCHOOL for MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN in : KENYA EAST AFRICA

Photo:-ARCHBISHOP NICODEMUS KIRIMA @ the Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta Georgia
– Martin Luther king Jnr- Historic Centre U.S.A: A TRIBUTE TO A PIONEERING FOUNDER OF
THE ALLAMANO SPECIAL SCHOOL for MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN in : KENYA EAST AFRICA
:- Nicodemus Kirima (March 3, 1936 – November 27, 2007) was the Roman Catholic Archbishop of
Nyeri. Kirima served as the Bishop of the Diocese of Nyeri since 1988 when he was appointed to succeed
the late Bishop Caesar Gatimu.[1] Retrieved http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicodemus_Kirima 2011-05-23
Nicodem us Kir im a - Wikip edia, the fre e en cyclop edia Ni co dem u s Kir im a ( Ma rch 3 , 19 36 – Nove mb er 2 7, 2 007 ) was the R oma n Cat holic Arc hbish op o f Nye ri. Kirim a se rved as th e Bisho p of the Di ocese of Ny eri sin ce ...

n .wikipedi a.o rg/wiki/Ni co dem u s_Kir im a - Cach ed - Similar

Archbishop Nicodemus Kirima [Catholic-Hierarchy]
Archbishop Nicodemus Kirima. ... Archbishop Nicodemus Kirima †. Deceased. Archbishop of
Nyeri. Events. Date, Age, Event, Title. 3 Mar 1936, Born, Karatina ...
www.catholic-hierarchy.org/bishop/bkirima.html - Cached - Similar

I

warui Friday, March 11, 2011 2:39 :46 AM u pdated:-Tuesday, March 22, 2011
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In the words of Fr Antonio Gianelli: I QUOTE from the Obituary. “On the same day the
school was inaugurated we established the “Friends of Allamano.” This association will
sponsor and support the school, as well as spread knowledge of and devotion to our
Founder is highly esteemed by all the Christians at Wamagana. “With this work I believe
I have fulfilled my obligation towards him who made it possible for me to become a
missionary. Next year I will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of my ordination ; in these
fifty years my greatest accomplishment has been this school for the handicapped. For
this I thank God, Our Lady and our Founder” (December 11, 1996).Fr A Gianelli Obituary
Compiled by John Patrick Kamau
Retrieved Extract 23 May 2011
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GAVE my “WORD OF HONOR”, I KEPT IT, and now “PASS IT ON” to a NEW GENERATION.

UNFINISHED BUSSINESS ON
A ROAD LEAST TRAVELLED
Towards the end of the 20th century a presidential commission in Africa undertook what was
ultimately referred to as a commission on “devil worship”-touching more on symbols,
symbolism and their meaning in Society. On the Cross, at the crossroad, crucified and
hanging high were fraternities and sororities from the Orient and the West whose symbols
were deemed strange and diabolic. A world of daggers and dragons and swords and codes and
passwords and mystery smiles and handshakes and tattoos and sign language and conspiracy:
paraphernalia-name it: anything a human mind could conceive or imagine was attributable.
Somewhere on that cross a line needed to be drawn. Near total mistrust and cultural if not
belief systems had ensued. This is a special tribute to those who have since left us for the Spirit
world leaving some “unfinished business”. It is an attempt to shed some light on aspects from
other cultures of a people that come together as human beings for some common good. More
so using symbols extracted from the award certificate parchment in the Pro ecclesia Award
and on conversations held with the person chairing the presidential commission before he
passed away, one Archbishop Nicodemus Kirima Requiescat in Pace.

SYMBOLS SYMBOLISM AND ICONS
Symbols and symbolism Adapted from Pro Ecclesia Et Pontifice diploma
Parchment of 1999 and reinterpreting symbols into contemporary times.

The metaphysical field is replete with symbols and sigils, many of them incomprehensible to
the uninitiated.
Speaking of symbols, Carl G. Jung, said that their role is “to give a meaning to the life
of man”.Symbols are one thing, but symbolism is much more. Many symbols can be found

By Raymond Buckland

.
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comes from Sanskirt, meaning “so to be’. It is found on ancient Indian coins, on Japanese
Buddhas, and in ancient Greece, China, Persia, Scadnavia and throughout Europe .The
Christian Cramponee cross is a swastika.
Frequently the swastika symbolizes the Sun…. No symbol is good or bad in itself; it is what
the symbol means to the person using it that is important. Extract from “Signs Symbols
& Omens (2003)
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in various cultures, yet the symbolism of those signs may be different from one culture
to the next. A good example is the swastika, found as far back as 10,000 B.C.E. the name

THE MYSTERY OF SYMBOLISM AND SYMBOLS

DON’T CRY FOR ME MAMA AFRIKA -(AFRICA)
“I found my passion and followed it to the ultimate end”

For such is “THE PRICE and PRIZE OF DESTINY”
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The sun is an emblem of glory and brilliance. It is also a symbol of authority. It
represents happiness, life and spirituality. The rising sun is a symbol of hope.
The sun when not rising, is always blazoned the “sun in splendor” The rays are
alternately straight and wavy, which symbolizes the heat and light that we
derive from them, and the heraldic sun usually has a human face though this is
not strictly necessary. Rays of the sun, also called beams are sometimes borne
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SUN

sigley as in the ancient rolls, but more often they issue from other charges then
described by one of the terms as radiant, rayonne or rayonnant. One ray of the
sun signifies “by the light of heaven”.
The popular European tradition usually made the SUN male and the moon
female. Symbolizing reflected matriarch-al glory in a patriarchal society.
However, Oriental and pre-Christian systems frequently made the sun a
goddess. The royal families of Japan traced their descent from the SUN goddess
Amaterasu. Before Islam, the Arabs worshiped the SUN as a goddess named Atthar.
According to Tantric scriptures, the SUN was nothing more than a garment of LIGHT for the
great goddess. This concept re-appeared in the Book of Revelation as the : woman clothed
with the sun” (Revelation 12:1). Some mystics carried contemplation of the goddesses’
garment to such extremes that they made themselves “blinded by the light”. Staring at the
sun until their eyesight failed- thus achieving sainthood on the theory that having looked at
the ultimate brilliance, they could have nothing greater to see. Vikings also worshiped the
SUN as a goddess, glory -of- Elves, ol SOL. The Germans called her SUNNA. Among the Celts
she was also known as AOL or SUL or SULIS. The Romans set up alters to her under the name
SUL MINERVA. Many of the pagan’s festivals involving BONIFIRES, TOIRCHES, CANDLES and
other lights were originally dedicated to the goddess as sun, or to the goddess as controller of
the sun and its cycles.
ROCK : The Rock denotes permanence, solidity, and integrity. It signifies safety, refuge, and
protection…*.*…
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The Late Archbishop Nicodemus kirima at the Martin luther king Centre for non
Violent social change museuum in Atlanta Georgia. Photo by John Patrick Kamau
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UNFINISHED BUSSINESS
THE TRAGEDY OF ICONOPLAST DESTRUCTION

“IF YOU MEET THE BUDHA ON THE ROAD…*.*”
And FARE THE WELL DON BONIFACIO MURAGE Nguyo
My Mother’s Brother and
“The Shaman’s Grandson”

THERE WILL ALWAYS BE
“NEW BEGINNINGS”
for those that
“LIVE ON” or “PASSOVER”

Such are the Lessons in the seasons of our life
and
“THE BRIGHT DARK NIGHTS OF THE SOUL”

BEHIND” to “MOVE FORWARD”
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“LEFT
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PHYSICAL BEGINNINGS and/or SPIRITUAL BEGINNINGS for those

BOOK EDITIONS April 23rd 2013
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=103651366486137&set=pb.100005238211581.-2207520000.1366706912.&type=3&theater
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https://www.facebook.com/patrick.kamau.7505/photos?viewas=100000686899395
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Email: FathaJohnPK.Book@Gmail.com
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TWITTER @FathaJon
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